
 

1818 TRAVEL JOURNAL:  INTERPRETING PRIMARY SOURCES  

Read the journal and answer questions on back side. 

This journal entry was written December 
30, 1818, by Henry R. Schoolcraft, 
geographer, geologist, and ethnologist, 
noted for his early studies of Native 
American Cultures.  His journal was the 
first written account of a European-
American exploration of the Ozarks. 

 



ANALYSIS - QUESTIONS: 

1. How many people could live in the camps he describes?  (How is 
the journal not clear on this?) 
He says up to 100 “men” (but does “men” mean just males? or 
total people? or men and their families?) 
 
2. Why do you think the Osage village is “deserted”?  (Think about 
“these excursions” he mentions later)  These camps are semi-
permanent hunting camps, used only when Osage are on hunting 
trips or “excursions” 
 
3. How long does he say the Osage are gone on these trips? 
Up to three months 
 
4. How does he describe the lodges’ shape and construction?  
(varies) circular made of bent poles stuck into ground and tied at 
top, smoke opening and top and door on side 
 
5. What is the arrangement of the “tents” (lodges)?  In large 
circles, one inside the other 
 
6. What does he say is the covering used on the lodges to make 

them “tight and warm”?  small twigs, mixed with leaves of cane, 
moss and grass 

7. How does he compare the fire-making practices of the Indians 
and the whites?  The Indians use already-fallen dry limbs and build                                 
a small fire they sit close to.  The whites go to work of cutting down 
trees and build a fire of long logs they sit further away from. 

8. What incident does he describe having witnessed recently which was an example of a white hunter’s wasteful behavior?  A white hunter 
killed three buffalo just for sport 

9. How does he say this affects relationships between the “white and red hunters”? (What does “enmity” mean?)  it creates opposition, 
hostility  

10. Why would the Osage care so much about this?  (varies) The wild game are their food - that they and loved ones depend on for survival 
11.  How would you judge the credibility of this source?  WHY?  (varies, amount of detail, attitude toward Indians, facts vs. guesses) 
12.  What type of historical source is a travel journal?  primary source Why are they so important?  - Only lasting (written) record actually 

created at the time; only other evidence of the time is oral tradition (less reliable) and artifacts (no explanation to go with them) 


